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Let K be a number ﬁeld, p a prime, and let HK (p) be the T -
ramiﬁed, S-split p-class ﬁeld tower of K , i.e., the maximal pro-p-
extension of K unramiﬁed outside T and totally split on S , where
T and S are disjoint ﬁnite sets of places of K . Using a theorem
of Tate on nilpotent quotient groups, we give (Theorem 2 in Sec-
tion 3) an elementary characterisation of the ﬁnite extensions L/K ,
with a normal closure of degree prime to p, such that the anal-
ogous p-class ﬁeld tower HL (p) of L is equal to the compositum
HK (p) . L. This N.S.C. only depends on classes and units of L. Some
applications and examples are given.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction, notations, and application of Tate’s theorem
Let L/K be a ﬁnite extension of number ﬁelds and let N be the normal closure of L over K . We
ﬁx a prime number p not dividing [N : K ].
Call Pl0 (resp. Pl
′
0) the set of ﬁnite places of K (resp. L), Pl
r∞ (resp. Pl′ r∞) the set of real inﬁnite
places of K (resp. L).
Let T and S be two disjoint ﬁnite sets of places of K (T ⊆ Pl0, S =: S0 ∪ S∞ where S0 ⊆ Pl0 and
S∞ ⊆ Plr∞). We denote by T ′ and S ′ the sets of places of L above those of T and S , respectively
(considering only the noncomplex places for S ′∞).
The tame places v of T (i.e., v  p) must be such that the residue ﬁeld of v contains the group of
pth roots of unity (otherwise v cannot ramify in a nontrivial p-extension).
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S ′
L,T ′ ) be the tower of successive T -ramiﬁed, S-split abelian extensions
over K (resp. T ′-ramiﬁed, S ′-split abelian extensions over L).
In other words, HSK ,T =
⋃
i0 K
(i) where K (0) := K , K (1) is the maximal T -ramiﬁed, S-split abelian
extension of K denoted HSK ,T , then, for i  1, K (i+1) := HSiK (i),Ti is the maximal Ti-ramiﬁed, Si-split
abelian extension of K (i) , with evident notations.
Thus, HSK ,T = HS abK ,T (maximal abelian subextension of HSK ,T ).
We obtain HS
′
L,T ′ and H
S ′
L,T ′ = HS
′ ab
L,T ′ in the same way from T
′ , S ′ .
We deﬁne the corresponding p-towers HSK ,T (p) and H
S ′
L,T ′ (p) by replacing the word “extension”
by the word “p-extension”. In fact the notations are coherent since these p-towers are equal to the
maximal (Galois) pro-p-subextensions of HSK ,T and H
S ′
L,T ′ , respectively.
Denote also by HSK ,T (p) and H
S ′
L,T ′ (p) the abelianized of H
S
K ,T (p) and H
S ′
L,T ′ (p).
We will use in most cases the simpliﬁed notations HK , HL , HK , HL , HK (p), HL (p), HK (p), HL (p) by
suppression of the mention of T , S , T ′ , S ′ .
We intend to apply some results of group theory, namely a theorem of Tate [Ta] to obtain the
following preliminary result.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the degree of the normal closure of L/K is not divisible by p. If the abelian pro-
p-groups Gal(HSK ,T (p)/K ) and Gal(H
S ′
L,T ′ (p)/L) have the same p-rank,
1 then the p-towers H SK ,T (p)/K and
H S
′
L,T ′ (p)/L have isomorphic Galois groups, which is equivalent to H
S
K ,T (p) . L = HS
′
L,T ′ (p).
Remarks 1. (i) The hypothesis on the equality of the p-ranks of these abelian Galois groups is rather
strong, but it gives an N.S.C. for the invariance of the p-towers for such extensions L/K .
Of course this N.S.C. is trivial for the equality HK (p) . L = HL (p) about abelian steps, but not for the
whole (in general nonabelian) p-towers.
(ii) The interest of introducing the set S is that the Galois groups Gal(HK (p)/K ) and Gal(HL (p)/L)
may be ﬁnite groups, even in the well-known case where T contains all the places above p, and the
corresponding towers are analogous to classical Hilbert towers. See other applications in Section 3,
Remarks 2(ii) and (iv).
(iii) We will have to explicit this condition, which is easy since class ﬁeld theory gives precise
expressions of these p-ranks (in the spirit of Šafarevicˇ formulas [Sa]). Meanwhile, we will need some
more precise fundamental exact sequences given in [G, II.5.4.4] to have an arithmetic interpretation
of the gap. This will lead to the main Theorem 2 in Section 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. First recall the theorem of Tate (for a more complete statement, see [Ta,Th,GI]).
Lemma (Tate). Let G be a ﬁnite group and H a subgroup of index prime to p. Denote by O p(G) (resp. O p(H))
the minimal normal subgroup of G (resp. H) such that G/O p(G) (resp. H/O p(H)) is a p-group, and denote
by Ep(G) (resp. E p(H)) the minimal normal subgroup of G (resp. H) such that G/Ep(G) (resp. H/Ep(H)) is a
p-elementary abelian group (i.e., abelian of exponent dividing p).
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) Ep(G) ∩ H = Ep(H),
(ii) O p(G) ∩ H = O p(H).
In our situation, we have the following diagram where HK [p] is the maximal p-elementary subex-
tension of HK (p), where the extension HN := HS ′′N,T ′′ , with evident notations, is Galois over K by
1 The p-rank of an abelian pro-p-group A is the Fp -dimension of A/Ap .
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We have the following arithmetic facts with G := Gal(HN/K ) and H := Gal(HN/L):
(i) O p(G) = Gal(HN/HK (p)): indeed, we have HK ⊆ HN since T -ramiﬁcation and S-decomposition
propagate by any extension of the base ﬁeld; thus, if MK is the p-extension of K ﬁxed by O p(G),
we have HK (p) ⊆ MK ; but MK /K is T -ramiﬁed and S-split since MK .N/N is a p-extension
having this property which goes down since MK .N/MK is Galois of degree prime to p. Thus
MK = HK (p).
(ii) O p(H) = Gal(HN/HL (p)) for the same reasons in N/L instead of N/K .
(iii) Ep(G) = Gal(HN/HK [p]) from (i).
(iv) Ep(H) = Gal(HN/HL [p]) from (ii).
Since Ep(G)∩ H ﬁxes the compositum HK [p] . L and O p(G)∩ H ﬁxes the compositum HK (p) . L, we
will have, as a translation of Tate’s theorem (if valid in this proﬁnite case), the equivalence:
HK [p] . L = HL [p] ⇐⇒ HK (p) . L = HL (p).
Now we justify this generalization. Suppose that the condition Ep(G)∩ H = Ep(H) (i.e., HK [p] . L =
HL [p]) is satisﬁed.
Consider a family of normal open subgroups U of the proﬁnite group G such that
⋂
U U = 1; we
can suppose that the subgroups U ﬁx the constant ﬁnite extension HK [p] .N . Then we can apply Tate’s
theorem for the ﬁnite groups G/U and H/U , in other words for Gal(F/K ) and Gal(F/L), where F is
the ﬁxed ﬁeld of U .
Let MK ,U be the ﬁxed ﬁeld of O p(G/U ) in F/K , and ML,U the ﬁxed ﬁeld of O p(H/U ) in F/L. We
have MK ,U = F ∩ HK (p) and ML,U = F ∩ HL (p) (use (i) and (ii) in F/K instead of HN/K ).
We still have Ep(G/U ) = Gal(F/HK [p]) and Ep(H/U ) = Gal(F/HL [p]), so that the translation of
Tate’s theorem applies since HK [p] . L = HL [p] by hypothesis: in F/K we have MK ,U . L = ML,U , i.e.,
(F ∩ HK (p)) . L = F ∩ HL (p) which means (U . O p(G)) ∩ H = U . O p(H). Taking the limit, this yields:
⋂
U
(
U . O p(G)
)∩ H =⋂
U
(
U . O p(H)
)
.
Since O p(G) and O p(H) are closed, we get O p(G) ∩ H = O p(H) (i.e., HK (p) . L = HL (p)) as ex-
pected. 
We are reduced to study the equality of the p-ranks of
Gal(HL (p)/L) and Gal(HK (p)/K ).
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subgroup of the generalized class group (see e.g. [G, Ch. I, §4, (b)]):
CSK ,T := lim←−
m∈〈T 〉N
CSK ,m, where CSK ,m := I K ,T /PK ,T ,m,∞〈S0〉;
the ordering on the multiplicative monoid 〈T 〉N generated by the prime ideals associated to T is
divisibility, the transition homomorphisms are the canonical maps:
CSK ,m −→ CSK ,n, for n | m;
then I K ,T is the group of ideals of K prime to T , PK ,T ,m,∞ is the subgroup of principal ideals (x)
such that x≡ 1 (mod m), x > 0 on ∞ := Plr∞ \ S∞ , and 〈S0〉 is the subgroup generated by the ideals
of S0.
The same deﬁnition is valid for the ﬁeld L with its sets of places T ′ and S ′ , which deﬁnes CS ′L,T ′ .
For convenience, recall ﬁrst some elementary algebraic results that we will apply in the above
arithmetic context.
2. Algebraic preliminaries
The extension L/K is only assumed to be of degree prime to p.
Let AK , BK , CK (resp. AL , BL , CL ) be arithmetic objects attached to K (resp. L), such as number
groups, unit groups, ideal groups, class groups, Galois groups, etc.
We suppose that these objects are ﬁnite multiplicative Fp-vector spaces and that we have the
following commutative diagram:
1 −→ AL fL−→ BL gL−→ CL −→ 1
N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j
1 −→ AK fK−→ BK gK−→ CK −→ 1
where N := NL/K is the usual arithmetic norm in L/K and j := jL/K the usual map of class ﬁeld
theory coming from the inclusion K× ⊆ L× , from the extension of ideals or ideal classes of K to L, or
from the transfer on L of Galois groups over K , etc.
We have N ◦ j = [L : K ]; since p  [L : K ], this implies that j is injective and N surjective; moreover,
V L = NV L ⊕ j(V K ) for such Fp-vector spaces V K , V L , where NV L is the kernel of N in V L .
Thus we always have dimFp (NV L) = dimFp (V L) − dimFp (V K ).
This situation is the arithmetic version of a semi-simple Galois representations context when L/K
is Galois with Galois group of order prime to p.
The snake lemma applied to this diagram implies the equivalences:
CL = j(CK ) ⇐⇒ NAL  NBL,
BL = j(BK ) ⇐⇒ AL = j(AK ) and CL = j(CK ).
For any Fp-vector spaces of the form RK /R
p
K and RL/R
p
L , we have:
N
(
RL/R
p
L
) NRL/(NRL)p and N(RL/RpL
)= 1 ⇐⇒ N(RL)p = 1,
where (RL)p is the p-Sylow of RL when it makes sense. Thus this yields:
RL/R
p
L  RK /RpK ⇐⇒ N(RL)p = 1.
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We have the following three exact sequences of Fp-vector spaces (see [G, II.5.4.4]). Since we only
need the ordinary sense “S0 ord”, we omit the superscript “ord”; recall that the superscript “S0 ord”
is equivalent to the writing “S0 ∪ Plr∞”, but a superscript S means S0 ∪ S∞ which is intermediary
between ordinary (S∞ = Plr∞) and restricted (S∞ = ∅) senses:
(i) 1−→ E S0K /
(
E S0K
)p f−→ Y S0K ,T /K×pT g−→ pCS0K −→ 1,
where K×T is the subgroup of elements of K× prime to T , E
S0
K is the ordinary S0-unit group (i.e., the
set of ε ∈ K× of v-valuation 0 for all ﬁnite place v /∈ S0, the signature of ε on Plr∞ being arbitrary),
CS0K is the ordinary S0-class group, and:
Y S0K ,T :=
{
α ∈ K×T , (α) = apaS0 , a ∈ I K ,T , aS0 ∈ 〈S0〉
};
(ii) 1−→ Y S0K ,T /V SK ,T
f ′−→ UK /U pK
g′−→ XK −→ 1,
where
UK :=
⊕
v∈T∪∞
Uv ,
with ∞ := Plr∞\ S∞ , Uv being the group of local units of the v-completion Kv of K , with Uv := {±1}
when v ∈ Plr∞ (i.e., Kv = R),
V SK ,T :=
{
α ∈ Y S0K ,T , iv(α) ∈ U pv ∀v ∈ T ∪ ∞
}
,
where iv is the canonical embedding of K
×
T in Uv for v ∈ T and the sign function when v ∈ ∞ , and
where
XK := PK ,T 〈S0〉I pK ,T /PK ,T ,m,∞〈S0〉I pK ,T ;
XK , isomorphic to Gal(HSK ,T [p]/H
S0
K ,∅[p]), is independent of m ∈ 〈T 〉N multiple of the conductor of
HSK ,T [p] and gives rise to the exact sequence:
(iii) 1−→ XK f
′′
−→ CSK ,T /
(CSK ,T
)p g′′−→ CS0K /
(CS0K
)p −→ 1.
In these exact sequences, f is the inclusion, g associates with α ∈ Y S0K ,T the class of the ideal a,
f ′ is the diagonal embedding (iv)v∈T∪∞ , the map g′ is deﬁned as follows: by approximation,
UK /U
p
K  K×T /K×pT K×T ,m,∞ (independent of m ∈ 〈T 〉 large enough), then g′ associates with a cor-
responding x ∈ K×T the class of (x) ∈ PK ,T in XK (for the details see [G, proof of I.4.5]), f ′′ is the Artin
map, ﬁnally g′′ is the canonical map.
The same deﬁnitions hold for L.
The specialization of the general diagram of Section 2, for these three exact sequences, yields:
1 −→ E S ′0L /(E
S ′0
L )
p fL−→ Y S ′0L,T ′/L×pT ′
gL−→ p(CS
′
0
L ) −→ 1
N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j
1 −→ E S0/(E S0)p fK−→ Y S0 /K×p gK−→ p(CS0) −→ 1
(1)K K K ,T T K
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′
L,T ′
f ′L−→ UL/U pL
g′L−→ XL −→ 1
N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j
1 −→ Y S0K ,T /V SK ,T
f ′K−→ UK /U pK
g′K−→ XK −→ 1
(2)
1 −→ XL
f ′′L−→ CS ′L,T ′/(CS
′
L,T ′)
p
g′′L−→ CS ′0L /(C
S ′0
L )
p −→ 1
N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j N
⏐⏐
	⏐⏐ j
1 −→ XK
f ′′K−→ CSK ,T /(CSK ,T )p
g′′K−→ CS0K /(CS0K )p −→ 1
(3)
The arithmetic condition of Section 1, i.e., the equality of the Fp-dimensions of
Gal(HL [p]/L)  CS ′L,T ′/
(CS ′L,T ′
)p
and Gal(HK [p]/K )  CSK ,T /
(CSK ,T
)p
,
is thus equivalent to the following two conditions (diagram (3)):
(i) CS
′
0
L /(C
S ′0
L )
p = j(CS0K /(CS0K )p), equivalent to N(C
S ′0
L )p = 1, then to N(p(C
S ′0
L )) = 1;
(ii) XL = j(XK ), equivalent (diagram (2)) to N(Y S
′
0
L,T ′/V
S ′
L,T ′)  N(UL/U pL ).
But using (i), the diagram (1) gives the isomorphism:
N
(
E
S ′0
L /
(
E
S ′0
L
)p) N(Y S ′0L,T ′/L×pT ′
)
,
equivalent, since E
S ′0
L ⊆ Y
S ′0
L,T ′ and E
S ′0
L ∩ L×pT ′ = (E
S ′0
L )
p , to
NY
S ′0
L,T ′ = NE
S ′0
L . NL
×p
T ′ ;
thus, by deﬁnition of V S
′
L,T ′ :
NV
S ′
L,T ′ 
{
ε′ ∈ NE S
′
0
L , iv(ε
′) ∈ U pv ′ ∀v ′ ∈ T ′ ∪ ′∞
}
. NL
×p
T ′ ,
yielding for (ii):
NY
S ′0
L,T ′/NV
S ′
L,T ′ = NE
S ′0
L /
{
ε′ ∈ NE S
′
0
L , iv(ε
′) ∈ U pv ′ ∀v ′ ∈ T ′ ∪ ′∞
} N(UL/U pL
)
,
which means that the image of NE
S ′0
L in NUL by the canonical embedding (iv ′ )v ′∈T ′∪′∞ generates
(topologically) its p-Sylow N(UL)p .
We have obtained the following main result, for which we make precise some notations:
• For v ′  p, v ′ ﬁnite, (Uv ′ )p = μp(Lv ′ ) = μp(Kv) the group of roots of unity of p-power order of Kv
(the last equality comes from the fact that μp(Kv ) = 1 and that the residue degree of v in N/K ,
thus in L/K , is prime to p); for v ′ real inﬁnite, (Uv ′ )p = ({±1})p ; for v ′ | p, (Uv ′ )p = U1v ′ the
subgroup of principal local units.
• The deﬁnition of NL/K on ⊕v ′∈T ′∪′∞ Uv ′ , where ′∞ := Pl′ r∞ \ S ′∞ , is the idelic one which will be
analyzed in detail in the forthcoming Remark 2(iii).
• NRL is the kernel of NL/K in the object RL .
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the sets T and S =: S0 ∪ S∞ of K , with T , S0 ⊆ Pl0 , S∞ ⊆ Plr∞ , let H SK ,T (p) =: HK (p) (resp. H S
′
L,T ′ (p) =: HL (p))
be the p-tower of successive T -ramiﬁed, S-split abelian pro-p-extensions over K (resp. T ′-ramiﬁed, S ′-split
abelian pro-p-extensions over L, where T ′ , S ′ are the sets of places of L above those of T , S).
We have HK (p) . L = HL (p) if and only if the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) the p-Sylow N(CS
′
0
L )p of the relative ordinary S
′
0-class group of L is trivial;
(ii) the p-Sylow of N(
⊕
v ′∈T ′∪′∞ Uv ′ ) is generated by the diagonal image of the group NE
S ′0
L of relative ordi-
nary S ′0-units of L.
Remarks 2. (i) This theorem may be used when there are some informations on the p-towers of the
base ﬁeld K ; for instance:
• for ﬁelds K such that HK (p) is pro-p-free, which is related to the notion of p-rational ﬁelds
introduced by Movahhedi–Nguyen Quang Do–Gras–Jaulent (i.e., ﬁelds K for which Gal(HK (p)/K )
is, for the sets T = {v | p}, S = Plr∞ , pro-p-free on r2(K ) + 1 generators; see [G, Ch. IV, §3, (b);
IV.4.8], [GJ1, §1], [GJ2, §4], [JN, §1.2], [MN, §2.1], [Mo], and [NSW, Ch. X, §7]),
• for K = Q with tame sets T (see e.g. [Lab, §1.2] about mild pro-p-groups, [B] for various conjec-
tural properties and a large bibliography, [BN,BP] for computational aspects, and ﬁnally [H] for a
survey about the tame case).
It is also concerned with the Galois study of p-towers over a Galois extension L/K with Galois
group g of degree prime to p (see e.g. [M] for the study of the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture in terms
of g-representations); in this context one speaks also of pro-p-operator groups (see [W1,W2] giving
results, for the free case, in the spirit of Tate’s theorem).
(ii) The conditions of Theorem 2 imply some constraints on S0 (for T and S∞ ﬁxed) since the
p-rank of NE
S ′0
L is r1(L) − r1(K ) + r2(L) − r2(K ) + |S ′0| − |S0| + δp(L) − δp(K ), where δp(k) is 1 or 0
according as the ﬁeld k contains or not the group of pth roots of unity (see e.g. [G, I.3.7.1]). This
p-rank cannot be smaller than the p-rank of N(UL)p , which implies, roughly speaking, that T ∪ ∞
must be small enough or S0 large enough.
(iii) The p-rank of N(UL)p depends on the decomposition of the places of T ∪ ∞ in L/K in the
following way.
We have N(UL)p =⊕v∈T∪∞ N(UL,v )p , where UL,v :=
⊕
v ′|v Uv ′ . Then, since the global norm NL/K
is the product of the local norms NLv′ /Kv , v
′ | v (see e.g. [G, Ch. II, §2, (b)]), we get (uv ′ )v ′ |v ∈ N(UL,v )p
if and only if
∏
v ′ |v NLv′ /Kv (uv ′ ) = 1.
More precisely:
• If v ∈ Pl0 is tame (i.e., v  p) we have seen that, for all v ′ | v , (Uv ′ )p = μp(Kv ). The p-rank of
N(UL,v )p is |{v ′ | v}| − 1. For instance, if v is not split in L/K , then v does not enter in the
condition.
• If v ∈ Plr∞ (which supposes p = 2), for all v ′ | v we get Lv ′ = Kv = R since [N : K ] is odd; so v is
totally split in L/K and the 2-rank of N(UL,v )2 is [L : K ] − 1.
• If v is a wild places (i.e., v | p), (UL,v )p =⊕v ′ |v U1v ′ is of p-rank
∑
v ′ |v([Lv ′ : Qp] + δv ′ ) and U1v is
of p-rank [Kv : Qp] + δv , where δv ′ (resp. δv ) is 1 or 0 according as Lv ′ (resp. Kv ) contains or not
the group of pth roots of unity. Then N(UL,v )p is of p-rank ([L : K ] − 1)[Kv : Qp] +∑v ′|v δv ′ − δv .
(iv) Put Gal(HK (p)/K )  Z˜rp ⊕ T , Gal(HL (p)/L)  Z˜rp ′ ⊕ T ′ , r˜, r˜′  0, T , T ′ ﬁnite. If HK (p) . L =
HL (p), we have T  T ′ , r˜ = r˜′ , yielding (see [G, III.1.6.2, III.1.6.3]): 0 = r˜′ − r˜ =∑v ′∈T ′p [Lv ′ : Qp] − r′ −
(
∑
v∈T [Kv : Qp] − r), where T p is the set of wild places of T , r (resp. r′) is the T p-adic rank of E S0Kp
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S ′0
L )
2 giving r′ − r = ([L : K ] − 1)∑v∈T p [Kv : Qp] which is the Zp-rank of
N(
⊕
v ′∈T ′p U
1
v ′ ) as expected from the condition (ii) of Theorem 2.
In other words, the T p-adic rank of NE
S ′0
L (equal to r
′ − r) has the maximal value giving the same
number of independent T p-ramiﬁed S0-split Zp-extensions over K and over L (but condition (ii) is
stronger since we have only written that the Zp-ranks are equal and not the p-ranks which also
depend on the torsion groups and involve condition (i)).
See Example 2 for a particular case of this situation.
(v) Suppose that HK (p) . L = HL (p). Let K1 be a ﬁnite extension of K in HK (p) and L1 := K1 . L; the
p-towers of K1 and L1 coincide with HK (p) and HL (p), respectively. Thus the conditions of Theorem 2
are satisﬁed in L1/K1 for the sets of places T1, S1 and the norm in L1/K1, giving a “going up” for
these properties: we obtain that N(CS
′
1,0
L1
)p = 1, and that N(UL1 )p is generated by images of relative
S ′1,0-units of L1.
4. Examples
Example 1. Consider the case K = Q, T = {p}, and S = {∞} (ordinary sense); it is well known that
HQ(p) = HQ(p) is the cyclotomic Zp-extension of Q.
Let L/Q (with normal closure of degree prime to p); we must suppose L totally real otherwise
Gal(HL (p)/L) is at least of p-rank 2 because of the Zp-extensions of L.
The conditions given by Theorem 2, to have HQ(p) . L = HL (p), are:
(i) N(CL)p(= (CL)p) = 1 (the ordinary p-class group of L is trivial),
(ii) the image of NEL in N(
⊕
v ′ |p U1v ′ ) generates this group.
Of course these conditions are equivalent to the p-rationality of L, which gives a new characterisa-
tion of p-rationality for such totally real number ﬁelds (compare with references cited in Remark 2(i)).
This example may be generalized for relative extensions. Suppose that K is a totally real p-rational
ﬁeld; then an extension L (totally real with normal closure of degree prime to p) is a p-rational ﬁeld
if and only if, for the sets T = {v | p}, S = Plr∞ , the following two conditions hold:
(i) N(CL)p = 1,
(ii) the image of NEL in N(
⊕
v ′∈T ′ U1v ′ ) generates this group.
Recall that it is easy to construct p-rational p-extensions L of a p-rational ﬁeld K : for this an
N.S.C. is that L/K be p-primitively ramiﬁed (see [G, Ch. IV, §3, (b)], [GJ1, §1], [GJ2, §1], [JN, §1.2],
[MN, §2.1], or [Mo]), but this does not work for the case of extensions of degree prime to p.
Example 2. If T = {v | p} and if L is not totally real, the case S0 = ∅ cannot work because of the
number of independent Zp-extensions; thus we may take S0 such that the Zp-ranks of Gal(HK (p)/K )
and Gal(HL (p)/L) become equal (this is an N.C. to have equality of the p-ranks).
Thus the p-adic rank of NE
S ′0
L must be equal to the Zp-rank of N(UL)p .
Since the Zp-rank of NE
S ′0
L ⊗Z Zp is
r1(L) − r1(K ) + r2(L) − r2(K ) +
∣∣S ′0
∣∣− |S0|,
we must have the inequality:
r1(L) − r1(K ) + r2(L) − r2(K ) +
∣∣S ′0
∣∣− |S0| ([L : K ] − 1)[K : Q]
2 The T p -adic rank of E
S0
K is the Zp -rank of the closure of E
S0
K in UK ; the same deﬁnition is valid for E
S ′0
L in UL . If T p ={v | p}, we speak of p-adic rank. The Zp -rank of a Zp -module A is the Qp -dimension of A ⊗Zp Qp .
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∣∣S ′0
∣∣− |S0| r2(L) − r2(K ).
Suppose to simplify that Plr∞ is totally split in L/K (e.g. [N : K ] odd); then we get r2(L) =[L : K ]r2(K ) and r2(L) − r2(K ) = ([L : K ] − 1)r2(K ) giving:
∣∣S ′0
∣∣− |S0| ([L : K ] − 1)r2(K ).
An interesting way to obtain all the above conditions is that the following three conditions hold
(see [G, III.3.1.2] for the deﬁnition and properties of monogenicity):
|S0| = r2(K ), S0 is totally split in L/K , E S0K is monogenic;
in that case, S0 is a set of places above a prime q = p, E S
′
0
L is also monogenic, and K and L
have a unique S0-split Zp-extension thanks to the classical p-adic conjecture of Jaulent [J] (see e.g.
[G, III.3.1.3, III.3.4, III.3.5]).
Recall that tame places are totally split in K˜/Q∞ , where K˜ is the compositum of the Zp-extensions
of K and Q∞ the cyclotomic Zp-extension of Q (see [G, III.4.8.1, III.4.8.2]); thus the inertia groups of
the places of S0 are isomorphic to Zp and Zp-independent (analogous situation for L).
If moreover S0 is such that Gal(HK (p)/K )  Zp (free case on one generator), we have, in some
sense, a generalization of the totally real p-rational case of Example 1.
Example 3. Suppose that T = S0 = ∅ and S∞ = Plr∞; thus we are concerned with the ordinary p-
Hilbert class ﬁeld towers of K and L. Then the p-Hilbert class ﬁeld towers of K and L are isomorphic
if and only if N(CL)p = 1.
In the case p = 2, T = S = ∅ (case of the restricted 2-Hilbert class ﬁeld towers), the 2-Hilbert class
ﬁeld towers of K and L, in the restricted sense, are isomorphic if and only if N(CL)2 = 1 and the
signature homomorphism NEL → N(⊕v ′∈Pl′ r∞{±1}) is surjective. These two conditions are equivalent
to N(CresL )2 = 1.
Example 4. Take K = Q, L = Q(√2 ), p = 3, T = {7,19,61,163}, S = ∅ (an example given in [Lab,
Ex. 1.5] for which Gal(HQ,T (3)/Q) is of cohomological dimension 2). We have EL = 〈−1, ε〉 with ε =
1+ √2 ; thus NEL = 〈ε2〉 with ε2 = 3+ 2
√
2.
Since 7 is split in L/K into the two ideals (3 + √2), (3 − √2), and since 19,61,163 are inert in
L/K , we get N(UL)3 = {x ∈ (F×7 ×F×7 )3, x= (u,u−1)}, and the diagonal image of 3+ 2
√
2 being (2,4),
of order 3, the second condition of Theorem 2 is satisﬁed. Thus the T -ramiﬁed 3-towers of Q and
Q(
√
2 ) are isomorphic.
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